Similarity classifier in diagnosis of bladder cancer.
In this article a similarity classifier's performance is studied in the diagnosis of bladder cancer. It is demonstrated that good classification results in diagnosis of bladder cancer are already achieved with a very small amount of data in the training set with the use of similarity classifier. When a new disease is initially discovered, the amount of samples are always quite limited (due to a fact that amount of patients is few), and this situation makes clinical work very difficult. A similarity classifier is a fast and accurate tool for medical diagnosis and it is capable of accurate performance already with a limited amount of data. This is quite important because there is a very limited amount of techniques available even to deal with such small sample sizes and especially in the diagnosis of cancer, high diagnosis accuracy is most important. In this study similarity classifier is used in diagnosis of bladder cancer. A good accuracy (of 100%) is already achieved with very small amount of samples in training the classifier. Here only four samples (two persons with bladder cancer and two persons without bladder cancer) were needed to train classifier managing the diagnosis of bladder cancer with 100% accuracy.